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The desire to effect social change has influenced the work of photographers since the nascent years
of the medium. There is ample historical proof that pictures can influence change. In New York
City in the late 1800s, journalist Jacob Riis used photography to expose the appalling living
conditions in the city’s tenements. Riis’ visceral photographs of overcrowded slums revealed the

The visual journalist as a social entrepreneur

Robin Hammond, Kano, Nigeria, 2019: The Sheikh Mal, 2019, digital photograph. © Robin Hammond for Human
Rights Watch

“Mamman Mai Mari Qur’anic Islamic and Rehabilitation Centre Durayi Kano City where men, and boys as young as
ten years old, are shackled for perceived or actual drug addiction, for committing or being accused of minor offenses,
and for mental health issues.”
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wretched existence of thousands of New Yorkers. Horrified and shamed by what they saw, citizens
advocated for change forcing politicians to take action. These pictures proved the power of
photography as a critical mirror for society.

Others followed in Riis’ footsteps. At the turn of the twentieth century, Lewis Hine’s pictures of
children, some as young as three, toiling in factories and on farms, were instrumental in changing
the child labour laws in the US. In the middle of the Great Depression, Dorothea Lange’s visual
depiction of farming families devastated by drought resulted in immediate aid. Riis, Hine, and
Lange were driven by a deep sense of compassion for their subjects and used photography to
agitate for change.  

These photographers worked at a time when the photograph as a document of evidence was
irrefutable and the power of the press unchallenged. As the primary conduit for photography, the
press became the natural site for visual journalism. Fast-forward to 2020, and trust in the
photograph appears to endure despite the audience’s awareness of the ease with which images can
be manipulated; recent research confirms that the idea of “seeing is believing” is actually imprinted
on our psyche.  As to the power of the press, newspapers and magazines in most western
countries are in free-fall, decimated by the digital communications revolution that has eroded the
traditional publishing base for visual journalism. Yet this fragmented media space has also liberated
visual journalists, enabling them to access new avenues of dissemination and exert greater control
over how their images are used.

One of the most exciting discoveries from my international research on visual journalism is the
emergence of what I term the visual journalist as a social entrepreneur. The word “entrepreneur”
tends to conjure ideas of high-powered, forward-thinking money-makers. The social entrepreneur
on the other hand is a change agent who embodies the risk-taking of the entrepreneur but instead
of seeking profit, the goal is social justice. In acknowledging another’s suffering, in exposing
inequality, in calling out discrimination, social entrepreneurs act to promote positive change. It is
compassion that sets the social entrepreneur apart.

Those visual journalists who are not only taking pictures to highlight injustices but also agitating
for change and actively working to find new ways to amplify the message can be considered social
entrepreneurs. Two visual journalists who embody the idea of the social entrepreneur are New
Zealander Robin Hammond, who has been based in Europe for the past twenty years, and
American Renée C. Byer, a Pulitzer-Prize winner who is currently on-staff at The Sacramento Bee in
California. Both are working on long-term projects that document human rights abuses, stories
that are aimed at making a tangible difference. Hammond and Byer are motivated by a
commitment to do their utmost to effect change through personalising narratives using visual,
aural, and textual testimony.

Hammond is using the digital media space to create collaborative storytelling projects under the
auspices of his non-profit organisation, Witness Change. Byer, who also established Positive
Change Can Happen, and developed a custom‑made educational app for use in her exhibitions.
Neither is solely reliant on the press to disseminate their stories, a fact that is in itself liberating
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given that often stories of import to visual journalists are not necessarily those on the news
agenda. The pair still view the mainstream media as an important channel given its reach, but it is
not the only platform, nor is it necessarily the most effective for in-depth, long-term storytelling.

In January 2011 Hammond was in Juba, South Sudan on assignment for The Sunday Times. Driving
through the outskirts of the city he saw a woman sitting on the side of the road looking
disorientated. He casually asked his driver what happened to those with mental health issues. “He
told me they were put in prison, so I said, ‘take me to the prison’.” There Hammond discovered
those with mental health issues were housed in atrocious conditions, adults and children confined
together, many tethered and chained. There was no professional care. These pictures were
published in The Sunday Times. “I assumed that people would see this work and there would be
outrage and the NGOs would go in,” says Hammond bemused by his own naivety. “I contacted
some of the NGOs in Juba and said, ‘did you see this, are you doing anything about it?’ They were
like, ‘it’s not part of what we are focusing on right now’, and ‘we have all these other challenges’. I
understand that, but when it comes to mental health, it’s always someone else’s job.”

A couple of years later Hammond learned that after seeing his pictures Handicap International had
started working in the prison. But that day in Juba became a defining moment for Hammond who
couldn’t stop thinking about those who had been stripped of dignity and liberty, their only crime

Robin Hammond, Edwuma Wo Woho, Herbal Centre, Ghana, 2019, digital photograph. © Robin Hammond/Witness
Change

“Edwuma Wo Woho, Herbal Centre, Ghana, 2019: Many of those staying at the facility are there to be treated for
mental health and or substance abuse issues. Almost all of those patients were shackled. In interviews many
expressed how much they were suffering and their desire to have the shackles removed.”
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mental illness. Despite covering up to fifty stories a year for major news outlets and being a multi-
award winner, Hammond’s increasing frustration with his career reached a crescendo. “The reason
why I wanted to be a photographer in the first place was to make work that I thought was
significant and important and could somehow influence and make a difference.” Hammond
determined it was no longer enough to take pictures. He needed to take responsibility to find
solutions and create what he terms “a theory of change” in which visual storytelling is one facet in
a range of measures that extend beyond raising awareness to reach those who can influence
change.

In 2014 Hammond started Witness Change through which he has created two long-term social
justice projects: In My World, an extension of his work on mental health and Where Love is Illegal, a
collaborative storytelling endeavour on the persecution of LGBTQI people around the world. Both
projects are designed to show the breadth of the problems through multiple cultural perspectives
and personal experiences, told in pictures (still and moving image) and words (text and voice).
The testimony of those photographed brings the emotion of the lived experience to Hammond’s
journalistic approach.
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Robin Hammond, “O” (27, right) and “D” (23), St Petersburg, Russia, 2014, from the
series Where Love is Illegal, Polaroid print. © Robin Hammond/Panos for Witness
Change
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It is a powerful combination that contextualises and humanises the issues, elements that are
essential to effecting social change. Both projects have strong social-media followings and feature
independent websites that allow members of the public to participate through sharing their own
stories. Witness Change also goes into communities to run workshops and helps grassroots
organisations document their own stories. Stepping from behind the camera, Hammond has
presented at the United Nations and given numerous impassioned talks in the US, UK, and
Europe.  

In January 2020 Hammond was back in Africa, this time in Ghana. There he photographed Baba, a
man suffering from depression and other mental health problems who had been chained to a tree
continuously for three years. Hammond posted the picture on Instagram where he has close to
200,000 followers. Within hours enough money had been donated to free Baba from his chains,
get him treatment and help other people in similar situations. Two weeks after the first picture,

Robin Hammond, “J” and “Q”, Uganda, 2014, from the series Where Love is Illegal,
Polaroid print. © Robin Hammond/Panos for Witness Change
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Hammond posted an image of Baba looking healthy and happy with the caption “No words …
(other than THANK YOU to everyone who donated).” It is the individual victories that galvanise
Hammond and reinforce his belief that social change is possible.

Renée C. Byer’s commitment to social issues is a hallmark of her career, which began in the 1980s
as a photography cadet on a local newspaper in Illinois. Today she is one of the few photographers
left on-staff at The Sacramento Bee in California where she has worked for seventeen years. In 2008
she was engaged by The Forgotten International to undertake a project to document those living in
extreme poverty. Taking time from her job on the newspaper, Byer travelled to four continents and
ten countries over four years creating a body of work that became Living on a Dollar a Day: The
Lives and Faces of the World’s Poor, a book, documentary film and travelling exhibition.

Like Hammond, Byer believes her responsibility extends beyond taking pictures. In 2018 she
launched Youbridge.it, a social engagement app for use in the exhibition space. Byer says the
impetus for creating the app came from the comments left by viewers at her exhibition, which
included: “I’m so inspired by this to do my own part to lessen this suffering,” “The question still is:
what is to be done?” “Makes you really wish there was something you could do to help,” and
“Powerful exhibit—know this problem exists—but how to resolve it— Thanks for your work on
behalf of the forgotten.”

Robin Hammond, Baba Argunua, Zorko Village, Paga region, Ghana, 2019, digital photograph. © Robin
Hammond/Witness Change

“Other than to shout to his mother for food, Baba Agunua doesn’t speak. His mother doesn’t know his age. She says
he’s between 20 and 30. He lives with a serious mental health condition and has been chained to the root of a
baobab tree for the last three years.”
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After reading the comments, so many of which expressed the desire to help, Byer was compelled to
find a way to enable the audience to take action. “The comments drove me to this epiphany that I
needed to do more than have an exhibition. I needed to create something so that people could
react and be educated in real time, beyond just walking through, maybe feeling drained, maybe
writing a comment and walking out the door. So, I collaborated with A Fourth Act, an audience
engagement studio and we developed this app Youbridge.it.”

The app is designed to be the conduit between that moment of empathy and the feeling of
helplessness that can result in the viewer turning away from images that are confronting.
Youbridge.it features ten images from the exhibition. Importantly, each picture is accompanied by
an audio recording where Byer tells the viewer of her own experience in photographing the scene
pictured. “No one can prepare you for a scene like this. It was like a scene from Armageddon.
There were miles and miles of computers and electronic devices, e-waste, or electronic waste, from
the Western world. And there were children all sifting with their bare hands …breathing in this
toxic carbon soot and they had no protective clothing.”

The Youbridge.it app. © Renée C. Byer
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This is a sample of Byer’s narration that accompanies the photograph of eight-year-old Fati taken
in the enormous e-waste dump in Ghana. Listening to Byer’s emotional testimony through
headphones creates an intimate experience that connects the viewer to both Byer and Fati. In that
moment of looking and listening, the viewer enters into a “civil contract of photography,” to
borrow from Ariella Azoulay, where the photographed subject asks the viewer to acknowledge
their right to a better life. It is a powerful invitation to act with compassion. The app also features
educational components and opportunities to donate or pledge. Content is designed to show the
viewer that positive change is possible. In the space the app creates, the viewer is empowered by
the knowledge that she can take action that is meaningful, thus mitigating the feeling of being
overwhelmed by the magnitude of the problem.

Renée C. Byer, Fati (aged eight), Ghana, West Africa, 2010, digital photograph © Renée C. Byer

“Fati (aged eight) works with other children searching through a toxic e-waste dump in hope of �nding whatever she
can to exchange for pennies in order to survive. Tears stream down her face as the result of the pain that comes with
the malaria she contracted some years ago. This is work she must do to survive.”
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Like Hammond, Byer reports individual successes, which makes her heart lift. Fati is now a happy
and healthy teenager going to school thanks to the benevolence of a sponsor who was moved to
tears by Byer’s portrait. The photo of Sangeeta, the two-year-old starved by her desperate mother
who used her to beg on the streets so she could feed her other children, prompted a local NGO to
step in. Sangeeta is now at school and thriving. Small steps towards eradicating extreme poverty,
yet important advances in the individual lives of these two girls who have hope not only for their
own futures, but also for generational change.

The digital-media space has allowed Hammond and Byer to move in new directions. Driven by an
innate desire for social justice, these photographers are taking advantage of the dynamic digital
environment, to become social entrepreneurs. In this context, the role of the visual journalist is
morphing from a passive to an active one where positive change is possible through the
compassion and actions of the person behind the lens.

Renée C. Byer, Fati, Ghana, West Africa, 2015, digital photograph © Renée C. Byer

“Fati was rescued from an e-waste dumpsite by someone who saw the image of her with tears streaming down her
face. They contacted The Forgotten International who worked with their interpreter in Ghana to help get Fati out of
the e-dump and into school. She and three other children were taken away and placed in boarding schools where
they are all doing well.”
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Alison Stieven-Taylor is a scholar in visual communication, writes on photography for

various newspapers and magazines and is the publisher of Photojournalism Now. 

Further information on the NGOs and non‑profit organisations mentioned in this article: 

Witness Change: witnesschange.org; Positive Change Can Happen: reneecbyer.com/take-

action; Handicap International: hi.org; The Forgotten International: theforgottenintl.orgCard

image: Robin Hammond, Edwuma Wo Woho, Herbal Centre, Ghana (detail), 2019, digital

photograph © Robin Hammond/Witness Change.
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Renée C. Byer, Child Herders, Ghana, 2010, digital photograph. @Robin Hammond/Witness Change

“Ghana, West Africa, 2010: Child herders seeking shelter from the rain, as they keep a watchful eye on cows they are
herding. The children say they are not allowed to bring the cows home in bad weather for fear that they will be
beaten. They all wish they could go to school instead of working every day herding the animals.”

1. N. Schwarz, E. Newman and W. Leach, “Making the truth stick and the myths fade:

Lessons from cognitive psychology.” Behavioral Science & Policy, 2(1), pp. 85–95.
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